INTRODUCTION
Let G(n, m) denote a graph (V, E) with n vertices and in edges, K, a complete graph with i vertices, and <V' ; the subgraph of (V, E) induced by V' C: V. The degree of x E V is denoted by d(x), the minimum degree of the graph G by 8(G) and, for V' C V, q (V') denotes the number of edges with one end vertex in V' and the other in V~V' . In [11 Turán proved that every G(n, T(n, k)) contains a K, , where
(B 2 --r 2) + ( 2) + 1, r n (mod k -1) and 0 < r k -2 . Furthermore he showed that the only G(n, T(n, k) -1) not containing a Kk has its vertex set partitioned into k -I subsets of as near equal size as possible with any two vertices in different subsets adjacent . Dirac [2] For k a positive integer a graph G(n, m) is said to possess property P(k) if n (~2i) and it contains vertex-disjoint subgraphs Ki , K2 , . . ., Kk . Find the least positive integer T*(n, k) such that every G(n, T*(n, k)) has P(k) . Clearly T*(n, k) , T(n, k) .
RESULTS
THEOREM l . ff n ák2 then T*(n, k) = T(n, k) . THEOREM 2 . There exists E > 0 and k"--ko (E) such that if k > k" and (~ 2 r) n -< ("") ---Eke then T*(n, k) > T(n, k) .
Put 11 -(k 2 l) -7-t and let e(t, k) denote the number of edges of the nvertex graph X(t, k) whose complement consists of a Kk,,,, together with n -k --t --I isolated vertices .
THEOREM 3 . There exists ko = ko(t) such that if k > ko then T*(n, k) _ e(t, k) ---I and the only G(n, e(t, k)) without P(k) is X(t, k) .
PROOF OF THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1 . The proof is by induction on k. Let G = (V, E) be any G(n, , T(n, k)) and n ,ák 2 . Choose a subgraph Kk = ( V', E') of G with the property that g)(V') is minimal and put V* = V\V'. If g)(V') k(n --k) -( 2) then by using the induction hypothesis it can be shown that < V* has P(k -I) and so G has P(k) . If, on the other hand, y)(V') > k(n --k) --(2) put A -{x c V* l{x, y} E E for all y c V' ;, B -V*\A, whence B < (2) and I, A I > ák 2 -zk . Let p be a vertex of V' with maximal degree and a c-A . Then C(V {p;) U {a)> = Kk and from the minimality of T(V') it follows that the number of edges dv *(a) joining a to vertices of V* satisfies dv . = o . The subgraph < Vi > is complete with 2(k -q)(k -q + 3) vertices, <V2> has the maximum number of edges without containing a Ka (and is determined by Turán's theorem) and {x, y} E E whenever x e V, and y E V, . It is left to the reader to verify that G does not have P(k) and that I E I > T(n, k) if e is sufficiently small and k is sufficiently large . i < k then it is possible to adjoint one of these, say {pk-2 , qk_2}, to Kk _ 2 to give a Kk , another, say {pk-3, qk_3), to Kk _ 3 to give a Kk_, , . . ., showing that G has P(k) . Otherwise there is y c Y not adjacent to any vertex of B . Let x E Y~{y} and a E A . Then x is adjacent to every vertex of Z, <(Y~{x}) U {a;) _--Kk and, by the minimality of g)(Y), a is adjacent to every other vertex of Z. If <B`, contains an edge {bi , b2} then, for 2 < i < k -2, adjoining b i -I ., c B~{b, , b2} to Ki shows that G has P(k) . If <B> contains no edge then G = X(t, k) .
Proof of Theorem 3 . Let G = (V, E) be a G(n, > e(t, k)) and
By elementary algebra it can be shown that e(t, k) > T(n, k) when k > t and k > 20, so that G contains K,. . By the Lemma if G X(t, k) and G does not have P(k) then <Z'~ is a G((2) + t, e(t, k --1) d-1) . Applying the same argument to <Z` yields a subgraph <Z'> which is a G (( k 2') t, e(t, k -2) -4-2) . Repeated application yields a G (('',") t, --e(t, t 19) -k --t ---19) which has more edges than the complete graph, a contradiction .
